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Tour. letter dated l'eAruary SI  19560  has 
been received,- and I sincerely appfrjeciate your 
interest in writing. 

in the very near pAture' a representative 
of our SeettinWpce will contactifyou eoncerning the,  
matters mentioned in sent communication. 

Sincerely yarn, 

IMBED-22 	a  .repruary 

Mr: rill B. Davis 
Manager-  - - 
Committees on Publication 
Ille.Ftrst Church of Christ, Scientist 
107 Falmouth Street 
Boston. 2S,flassachusefls 

Deer Mr,. Davis: 

m4WrA 
FEB 11! 1956 

coMM=su ,  

co - Baltimore, with c ply 	incoming 
2 cafe 	Boston, with 	pies of "incoming 

ATTENTION SAC 	ASTON: YOu will note that the 
copies .of correspondent'- letter indicate that L. Bon Hubbard 
as used the name of the FBI in letters to the correspondent. 

This use Of thwome of the' FBI is unauthorized eince,:--!,. 	, 
although L. fieflubhard did send a copy, of the pamph14. 	_ 
mentioned in derrespondent's letter to-  the Bureau, no 
acknowledgment was Made torawbCed relative po the ygmpli.04:6 \' 
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John Edgar --peover 
Director- 	

4-r-77 

The stated purpose of -.04 Foundation lAtkatueudy n  
and conduct research in the o field of human mind dnd of AAA' 
human thought in' action"tgrOugh the medium of naianeltics,"-
which: May be likened to psychetheropy With certain. differences, 
as to,  Method and concept. - 

In Sparc/ to Hubbard himself, an inquiry was 
/initiated on rebnuary 26, 29.51, after infermation was 

eceived that he had'been:arrested in Chicago for kidnaping 
,,_ his Wife and daughter and taking them out of the State of 	0' 

r tiflowa v rea 	via. The U. S. Attorney, LoS Angeles, instructed 

, nil Win_ 	It g. 7 	iCation should be undertaken. The 
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Gandy 	Jr, it° 	..... _ . . 	 / 



0 
.Letter to Mr. Will B. Davis 	February 10; 1956 

ATTENTION SAC, BOSTON: (Continued) 
Gag;n0Sfic", "Times Herald," in its issue of April' 24,' 
1951, related that Hubbard's wife accused him of 
:subjecting her to scientifio torture experiments. 
The newt story reverted that Mrs. Hubbard, in a 
divorce suit, c/aimed that Hubbard was "hopelessly . 
insane." 

Hubbard has contacted the Bureau on several 
occasions. to Make complaints concerning hiS wife 
and the staff of-his organization, stating that he 
belieVed them .to be communistically inclined. 
Allegations have also been made that the, Foundation 
wae_of'particular interest to sex perVertsi hypo-
chondriacs, and curiosity seekerS. 

You should have an Agent contact Mr. Davis 
and thank him for his communication. He should 
be advised thdt no information can be given to him 
in this regard because Of the confidential.  nature 
of Bureau files. The originals or copies of letters 
written by Hubbard -to Davis should be obtained and 
transmitted to the. BareaulHOubmit reply to 	, _ 
reach Bureau no later than February.24, 1956$  under 
the qaption,of "L. Eon Hubbard,. The Hubbard Dianetic 

,Researcb inundation)  Box 242, Silver Spring, Mary/and„,  
Research (Crime Records)." For your information-, 
Bnfiles contain no reference to Will B. Davis. 

7NOTE:lnformation relative,to'Brubbard -and his argon-
izationnbtained: from Bufile. 62-94080. A- coPy of 
the information furnished to. the SAC at Boston is 
being -furnished to the SAC at Baltimore in the event 
contact with Hubbard is deemed necessary at a later 
date. 

SIO--negal-e-prre-PW7m,4 j  28, 1456. 
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